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The decision-maker's guide to competitive advantage with  CRM

	
    Getting real benefits from CRM--fast 

    
	
    A complete roadmap for auditing and 

    
	
    improving your current CRM processes 

    
	
    Best practices for CRM project management and implementation  

    
	
    Effective strategies for aligning CRM with the goals of the  business

    


Just Enough CRM gives  decision-makers practical insight for planning, designing, and deploying CRM  systems that deliver on their promises-and for avoiding the pitfalls that cause  so many CRM implementations to fail. Leading CRM consultant Francoise Tourniaire  shows how to streamline and improve every phase of the project lifecycle, from  needs assessment and vendor selection through metrics, and beyond. 

Tourniaire offers realistic guidelines and checklists for  making sense of vendors' pitches, customizing CRM to your own organization's  needs, and guiding the entire implementation process. These techniques apply to  any CRM implementation, especially projects at mid-sized companies with $10 to  $500 million in revenues--projects all too often neglected in other books. 

Whether you're a senior executive, line-of-business manager,  CRM project manager, or project participant, this book will help you transform  the promise of CRM into a quantifiable, sustainable, competitive advantage.  
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Practical RF Handbook, Fourth Edition (EDN Series for Design Engineers)Newnes, 2006

	Radio Frequency (RF) is the fundamental technology behind a huge range of modern consumer electronics and wireless communication devices, and this book provides a comprehensive and methodical guide to RF for engineers, technicians, enthusiasts and hobbyists with an interest in the electronics behind radio frequency communications.

	...
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Electronic Enterprise: Strategy and ArchitectureIRM Press, 2003
The evolution from network-centric commerce (EDI) to e-commerce and e-business up to e-enterprise and virtual enterprise is traced and explained in this discussion of the transformation of a business enterprise from an industrial into an information model. Addressed are the strategy and architecture of an e-enterprise, emphasizing the integration...
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Java Data ObjectsPearson Education, 2002
Java Data Objects is a standardized Java API for object persistence. It facilitates the storage and retrieval of complex object models with various storage mechanisms, including both object and relational databases. Analysts agree that JDO's transparent persistence will accelerate software development and yield more flexible applications and...
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Oracle 11i E-Business Suite from the Front LinesCRC Press, 2003
Oracle 11i E-Business Suite from the Front Lines is the first book to compile the tips, techniques, and practical advice for administering Oracle E-Business Suite 11i. The author examines Active Directory Utilities, patching, cloning, and the new features that 11i brings to the market. The book benefits those with limited experience...
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Statistical Analysis: Microsoft Excel 2010Que, 2011

	There was no reason I shouldn’t have already written
	a book about statistical analysis using Excel.
	But I didn’t, although I knew I wanted to. Finally, I
	talked Pearson into letting me write it for them.


	Be careful what you ask for. It’s been a struggle, but
	at last I’ve got it out of my system, and...
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Real Astronomy with Small Telescopes: Step-by-Step Activities for Discovery (Patrick Moore's Practical Astronomy Series)Springer, 2006
From the reviews:
"The dozens of projects collected here are a combination of observations suitable for current research (such as classifying sun-spots or monitoring binary stars) and recreating classic experiments (such as determining the speed of light by timing Jupiter’s moons). … Besides ample nuggets for science projects,...
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